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Abstract: The broadest clinical application of siRNA therapeutics will be facilitated by 

drug-loaded delivery systems that maintain stability and potency for long times under ambient 

conditions. In the present study, we seek to better understand the stability and effect of storage 

conditions on lipidoid nanoparticles (LNPs), which have been previously shown by our group 

and others to potently deliver RNA to various cell and organ targets both in vitro and in vivo. 

Specifically, this study evaluates the influence of pH, temperature, and lyophilization on LNP 

efficacy in HeLa cells. When stored under aqueous conditions, we found that refrigeration (2°C) 

kept LNPs the most stable over 150 days compared to storage in the -20°C freezer or at room 

temperature. Because the pH of the storage buffer was not found to influence stability, it is 

suggested that the LNPs be stored under physiologically appropriate conditions (pH 7) for ease 

of use. Although aggregation and loss of efficacy were observed when LNPs were subjected to 

freeze–thaw cycles, their stability was retained with the use of the cryoprotectants, trehalose, 

and sucrose. Initially, lyophilization of the LNPs followed by reconstitution in aqueous buffer 

also led to reductions in efficacy, most likely due to aggregation upon reconstitution. Although 

the addition of ethanol to the reconstitution buffer restored efficacy, this approach is not ideal, 

as LNP solutions would require dialysis prior to use. Fortunately, we found that the addition 

of trehalose or sucrose to LNP solutions prior to lyophilization facilitated room temperature 

storage and reconstitution in aqueous buffer without diminishing delivery potency.

Keywords: lipid nanoparticles, nanoparticle stability, lyophilization, lyoprotectants, nanopar-

ticle storage, siRNA delivery

Introduction
Lipidoid nanoparticles (LNPs), made of lipid-like compounds called “lipidoids”, have 

shown great promise in delivering siRNA and mRNA into various cell types in vitro 

and in vivo.1–7 Studies in our laboratory and others have demonstrated that these 

materials mediate potent gene knockdown without inducing toxicity.1,3,5 One concern 

for translation of the delivery vehicles into a clinical setting is stability, which would 

require the identification of conditions appropriate for long-term storage of the nano-

particles. Currently, the best conditions for LNP storage, including pH, temperature, 

and physical state (eg, in solution, lyophilized powder), are poorly understood. In 

addition to aiding in translation, identifying the conditions suitable for LNP storage 

may also prove useful to the experimentalist who wishes to use the same batch of 

nanoparticles for a series of experiments.

Generic LNPs are formulated by combining lipidoids, cholesterol, distearoyl-

sn-glycerol-3-phosphocholine (DSPC), polyethylene glycol (PEG), and siRNA.8 
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Upon mixing aqueous and organic solutions under reduced 

pH conditions, nanoparticles form spontaneously due to 

hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions as well as attractive 

electrostatic interactions between the positively charged 

amine groups on the lipidoids and the negative charge of 

the siRNA phosphate backbone. Although these interactions 

result in robust particle formation over shorter time periods, 

it is not known how to retain the stability of the hydrophobic 

and electrostatic LNP interactions during storage. Because 

of this, to the best of our knowledge, experimentalists from 

our laboratory and others must freshly prepare LNPs for each 

experiment. This is both inconvenient and can lead to modest 

yet undesirable variability in results due to the difficulty in 

precisely reproducing LNP formulations. Freshly preparing 

LNPs for each experiment is time-consuming and would 

not be practical in a clinical setting. Identifying a method to 

store LNPs for long term could save time, cost, and improve 

consistency from trial to trial.

Similar drug delivery systems, such as cationic liposome 

complexes (lipoplexes), are known to become unstable in 

solution and form aggregates during long-term storage at 

room temperature.9,10 Additionally, commercially available 

liposomes such as DOXIL® have demonstrated instabilities 

in aqueous solution, including encapsulated solute leakage 

and aggregation.11,12 To combat these challenges, freeze-

drying, also known as lyophilization, is most commonly 

used as a long-term storage method and has been proven to 

extend the shelf life of lipid-based systems, proteins, and 

many other biopharmaceuticals.9,12–15 In addition, several 

other methods have been investigated for long-term storage 

of lipid nanoparticles, which include freezing, spray drying, 

and supercritical fluid technology.16–18

To determine how to best store LNPs to retain efficacy 

while maximizing convenience, we evaluated LNP stability 

in different pH solutions, temperature conditions, and under 

both aqueous and lyophilized conditions. Throughout our 

study, LNP stability was evaluated by monitoring siRNA 

entrapment, LNP size, and gene silencing efficacy in HeLa 

cells. Herein, we provide recommendations for LNP storage 

and reconstitution based on our improved understanding of 

the LNP response to varied preservation techniques.

Materials and methods
Materials
Cholesterol, trehalose, and sucrose were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA), while DSPC and 

1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-

[methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (14:0 PEG2000-PE) 

were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids. HeLa cells 

were purchased from American Type Culture Collec-

tion (Manassas, VA, USA). Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s 

Medium (DMEM), trypsin, penicillin/streptomycin, 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and fetal bovine serum 

(FBS) were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Anti-

firefly luciferase siRNA for luciferase (siLuc) was purchased 

from Dharmacon (Lafayette, CO, USA).

lNP formulation
LNPs were prepared as previously described.1 The lipidoid 

was synthesized by Michael addition of alkyl amines and 

alkyl acrylates. The lipidoid 306O
13

 was used for all experi-

ments. The lipidoids, cholesterol, DSPC, PEG2000-DMG, 

and siRNA were dissolved in ethanol. The solution was then 

mixed at a molar ratio of 50:38.5:10:1.5 in 90% ethanol and 

10% 10 nM sodium citrate (by volume). The final weight 

ratio of the lipidoid:siRNA was kept at 5:1 by diluting the 

siRNA in 10 nM sodium citrate. Rapid pipette mixing was 

used for spontaneous formation of the LNPs. The final 

siRNA concentration was 0.125 mg/mL, and the particles 

were diluted in PBS to a specific concentration for each 

subsequent experiment. For consequential experiments, the 

LNPs were not dialyzed to remove ethanol.

lNP long-term stability at various ph and 
temperature values
The LNPs were formulated as originally described and then 

diluted in PBS that was either pH 7.4 (physiological pH), 

pH 3.04, or pH 8.97 with hydrochloric acid or sodium 

hydroxide, respectively. The final siRNA concentration of 

the LNP solutions was 0.125 mg/mL. The LNPs were then 

stored at either room temperature (25°C), in the refrigerator 

(2°C), or in the freezer (-20°C) for a span of 156 days. Stock 

solutions were not aliquoted, so each experiment involved 

them being brought to room temperature and then being 

returned to storage.

Nanoparticle characterization
The LNPs were diluted to an siRNA concentration of 

0.5–1.25 µg/mL in PBS for the characterization studies. The 

siRNA entrapment efficiency was determined using Quant-iT 

Ribogreen assay (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s 

protocol. The siRNA entrapment efficiency is calculated 

using Equation 1:

 

E
F F

FsiRNA

total unencapsulated

total

(%)
( )

=
−

×100
 

(1) 
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where E
siRNA

 is the siRNA entrapment percentage, F
total

 is the 

total siRNA fluorescence, and F
unencapsulated

 is the fluorescence 

of the siRNA outside of the nanoparticles. LNP particle size 

was measured using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano (Malvern 

Instruments, UK). Each LNP sample was measured three 

times, and size value was reported as the z-average hydro-

dynamic diameter.

cell culture
HeLa cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 

100 mL/L of FBS, 10 IU/mL of penicillin, and 10 mg/mL 

streptomycin. The cells were incubated at 37°C in a 5% 

CO
2
 environment and subcultured by partial digestion with 

0.25% trypsin and EDTA. Passages 10–50 were used for 

experiments.

Transfection of cells with lNPs in vitro
HeLa cells were stably modified to express firefly and Renilla 

luciferase and were seeded at a density of 15,000 cells per 

well in 96-well plates. Based on the timing used in previ-

ous experiments,3 LNPs were incubated with the cells for 

24 hours at siLuc concentrations of 2–20 nM, depending 

on the experiment. Luciferase activity was assessed with 

a Dual-Glo Luciferase Assay Kit (Promega, Madison, WI, 

USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. While fire-

fly luciferase served as the target gene for knockdown, the 

Renilla luciferase activity served as a control.

Freeze–thaw studies
The LNPs were formulated as described previously and 

then diluted into PBS containing trehalose or sucrose for 

a final concentration of 0, 1, 5, 10, or 20% (w/v) sugar and 

0.125 mg/mL siRNA. LNPs were then frozen overnight 

at -80°C and thawed the subsequent day.

lyophilization of lNPs
Freshly formulated LNPs were stored at -80°C overnight 

or quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen. Freeze-drying was 

performed in a glass chamber for 12 hours using a Virtis 

Unitrap II freeze dryer. The lyophilized LNPs were stored 

in -80°C for no longer than a week. The LNPs were then 

reconstituted and vortexed in double distilled (DI) water 

with concentrations of ethanol from 0% to 30%. For the 

lyoprotectant studies, the formulated LNPs were diluted in 

PBS containing trehalose or sucrose at a final concentration 

of 1, 5, 10, or 20% (w/v) sugar and 0.125 mg/mL siRNA 

prior to lyophilizing as described earlier.

Results
Temperature and ph affected the long-
term stability of lNPs
In the interest of making LNP storage as convenient as pos-

sible, we first evaluated stability under aqueous conditions. 

Both the pH of the storage solution and the storage tempera-

ture were investigated. The LNPs were formulated as previ-

ously described3 and diluted into PBS that had been adjusted 

to a pH of 3, 7.4, or 9. They were then stored at a temperature 

of either -20°C (standard freezer), 2°C (refrigerator), or 25°C 

(room temperature). For specific time points, the LNPs were 

brought to room temperature for measurements, and then the 

bulk solutions were returned to their designated temperatures 

for storage. Over the course of 156 days, the LNPs were 

examined for gene silencing efficacy, siRNA entrapment 

efficiency, and size. Gene silencing was assessed by trans-

fecting Dual HeLa cells modified to stably express firefly 

and Renilla luciferase. LNPs contained siRNA against the 

firefly luciferase gene, and Renilla luciferase levels served 

as a built-in negative control.

As shown in Figure 1A, LNPs maintained potent luciferase 

gene silencing in Dual HeLa cells at a dose of 20 nM 

for ~58 days regardless of the storage temperature and pH. 

Control experiments showed that the pH-adjusted PBS 

solutions did not cause gene knockdown (Figure S1) and 

previous studies have shown that control LNPs containing 

off-targeting siRNA do not induce statistically significant 

changes in gene expression.3,5,7 At longer time points, the 

nanoparticles stored at room temperature lost efficacy. 

Interestingly, no major changes in siRNA entrapment, LNP 

size, or monodispersity were observed that could explain 

the loss in potency (Figure 1B–D). Entrapment of siRNA 

in the LNPs (Figure 1B) was measured using a Quant-iT 

Ribogreen™ Assay, which compares the amount of unen-

capsulated siRNA to the total siRNA of the formulation. 

A common entrapment pattern emerged, irrespective of 

storage condition. Entrapment levels decreased from days 0 

to 14, increased from days 14 to 23, then steadily decreased 

for the remainder of the study. The increasing levels observed 

from days 14 to 23 may have been due to the degradation of 

unencapsulated siRNA during this time period. In contrast 

to room temperature conditions, LNPs stored in the freezer 

retained most of their efficacy over 156 days while experi-

encing an increase in z-average diameter and polydispersity 

index (PDI; Figure 1C and D). These results suggest that 

aggregation of the LNPs is most likely occurring when the 

LNPs are subject to freeze–thaw cycles. The pH of the PBS 
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storage solution did not appear to affect LNP potency or 

properties at any of the temperatures tested. Overall, the 

LNPs remained stable when stored in a pH of 3, 7.4, or 9 at 

2°C for a period of at least 156 days. Storing in unadjusted 

PBS (pH =7.4) would be the most practical option when a 

refrigerator is accessible.

Trehalose and sucrose stabilized lNPs 
through three freeze–thaw cycles
Considering that LNPs aggregated when subject to multiple 

freeze–thaw cycles, further experiments were performed 

to investigate a method of preventing aggregation. Tre-

halose and sucrose are two sugars that are widely used as 

cryoprotectants to improve the stability of proteins and nano-

particles at low temperatures.13,19,20 Incidentally, trehalose is 

found in nature within the tissues of the tardigrade (water 

bear) to aid in surviving extreme temperatures.21 Given the 

historical performance of these sugars for storage application, 

the LNPs were formulated and then diluted into a solution to 

a final concentration of 20% (w/v) trehalose or sucrose and 

subjected to three freeze–thaw cycles at -80°C. The LNPs 

were then tested for gene silencing efficacy, siRNA entrap-

ment, size, and monodispersity. As shown in Figure 2, the 

LNPs with 0% sugar lost a significant amount of potency 

post-freeze–thaw. Fortunately, the addition of 20% treha-

lose or sucrose retained the gene silencing ability of freshly 

Figure 1 The long-term stability of lNPs depended on storage temperature but not on the ph of the storage solution.

Notes: stability was assessed by measuring four parameters over a period of .5 months postformulation. (A) gene silencing was assessed in hela cells 24 hours after 

delivering an sirNa dose of 20 nM (n=4). (B) siRNA entrapment efficiency was measured using a Ribogreen Quant-iT assay. (C) z-average diameter and (D) PDI were 

measured through Dls. all samples were diluted to the same sirNa concentration for analysis. error bars represent sD (n=3 technical replicates).

Abbreviations: lNPs, lipidoid nanoparticles; PDI, polydispersity index; Dls, dynamic light scattering; rel, relative.
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formulated LNPs through three freeze–thaw cycles. Of note, 

only the first freeze–thaw cycle appeared to cause damage to 

LNP efficacy when a cryoprotectant was not used (red bars 

in Figure 2); neither the second nor the third freeze–thaw 

significantly worsened gene silencing.

Figure 3A examines the amount of sugar necessary to 

retain LNP gene silencing ability. In these experiments, 

LNPs were formulated as previously described, diluted to 

five final concentrations of trehalose or sucrose between 

0 and 20% (w/v), and used to dose HeLa cells with 2 nM 

siRNA. Gene silencing increased as a function of sugar 

concentration, with 20% sugar being necessary to retain 

efficacy. Fortunately, the siRNA entrapment was not affected 

by the presence of trehalose and sucrose before and after 

the freeze–thaw (Figure 3B). While freezing the LNPs 

without sugar resulted in large increases in nanoparticle 

size and PDI, the use of 20% sugar mitigated this increase 

(Figure 3C and D).

Figure 2 The cryoprotectants trehalose and sucrose at 20% (w/v) preserved lNP 

efficacy through three freeze–thaw cycles.
Notes: gene silencing in hela cells was measured 24 hours after transfection with 

lNPs at an sirNa dose of 2 nM. error bars represent sD (n=4) with ****P,0.0001 

and *P,0.05 as determined by an unpaired student’s t-test and compared to the 

fresh lNP control.

Abbreviations: LNP, lipidoid nanoparticle; Rel, relative; ns, not significant.

Figure 3 The cryoprotectants trehalose and sucrose improved the stability of the lNPs following one freeze–thaw cycle.

Notes: after formulation, lNPs were diluted in trehalose or sucrose solutions at concentrations between 0 and 20% (w/v), frozen at -80°c overnight, and then thawed. 

lNPs were subjected to 1FT. (A) Gene silencing efficacy in HeLa cells at a dose of 2 nM improved with increasing sugar content (n=4). (B) The sirNa entrapment was not 

significantly affected by the presence of sugar. (C) The size and (D) PDI of lNPs exposed to a freeze–thaw cycle decreased with increasing sugar concentration. error bars 

in all panels represent sD (n=3 technical replicates).

Abbreviations: lNPs, lipidoid nanoparticles; 1FT, one freeze–thaw cycle; PDI, polydispersity index; rel, relative.
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Lyophilized LNPs lost efficacy when 
reconstituted with DI water
To facilitate longer term storage and shipping, we investi-

gated procedures for LNP lyophilization and reconstitution. 

Lyophilization, or freeze-drying, is extensively used in the 

pharmaceutical industry to improve the stability and increase 

the shelf life of many medications by removing the total water 

content from the drug formulation.12,15 In a dry powder form, 

LNPs could be conveniently shipped worldwide without the 

burden of maintaining cool or frozen temperature conditions. 

In addition, lyophilization may facilitate administration meth-

ods beyond nanoparticle injection. For example, freeze-dried 

nanoparticles could be loaded into a capsule for oral delivery 

applications, which could improve siRNA localization to a 

specific area in the intestines.

For lyophilization, LNPs in their original formulation 

medium were frozen overnight at -80°C and then placed on 

a freeze dryer for ~12 hours. Formulation medium contained 

22% (v/v) ethanol and 78% aqueous buffer. Although buffer 

salts remained in the sample postlyophilization, the ethanol 

and water did not. Reconstitution in deionized (DI) water 

is preferable as the samples would not require dialysis for 

ethanol removal upon reconstitution. However, to compare 

the two techniques, LNPs were reconstituted with DI water 

both with and without 22% ethanol in the amount of volume 

lost. As demonstrated in Figure 4A, LNP potency was sub-

stantially reduced, from 80% to 35% gene silencing, when 

the sample was reconstituted with only DI water. In contrast, 

the LNPs reconstituted with the original 22% ethanol resulted 

in gene silencing of ~80%, which was similar to fresh LNP 

Figure 4 lyophilized lNPs increased stability when reconstituted with partial etOh compared to DI water alone.

Notes: Following formulation, lNPs were frozen overnight at -80°c or in liquid nitrogen, and then lyophilized. Varying percentages of etOh from 0% to 30% (v/v) were 

used to reconstitute lNPs. (A) LNPs reconstituted with only DI water lost significant gene silencing efficacy in HeLa cells at an siRNA dose of 10 nM (n=4). (B) Efficacy was 
recovered when reconstituting in the presence of etOh and was proportional to the amount of etOh added (n=8). (C) The siRNA entrapment efficiency increased with 
increasing etOh percentage while the (D) z-average diameter decreased. error bars represent sD. a one-way aNOVa was performed on graphs B and C. ****P,0.0001 

(n=3 technical replicates).

Abbreviations: lNPs, lipidoid nanoparticles; etOh, ethanol; DI, deionized; aNOVa, analysis of variance; cntrl, control; sD, standard deviation; rel, relative.
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potency (~90% knockdown). Additionally, the method of 

freezing (-80°C or liquid nitrogen) before freeze-drying 

did not significantly affect the LNPs ability to alter gene 

expression. Lyophilized LNPs stored at -80°C over a period 

of 11 months continued to potently induce gene silencing in 

HeLa cells when reconstituted with 22% ethanol (Figure S2). 

This was likely caused by aggregation upon reconstitution.

To determine the minimum amount of ethanol needed to 

retain LNP efficacy, we investigated the effect of the ethanol 

concentration during reconstitution. As shown in Figure 4B, 

gene silencing improved with increasing ethanol content. 

Reconstituting the LNPs with 30% (v/v) ethanol, instead of 

the original 22% ethanol, fully restored the efficacy to ~90%. 

Silencing could not be directly attributed to the ethanol con-

centration, as the ethanol control solutions did not decrease 

firefly or Renilla luciferase expression when compared to the 

untreated cells. It is also worth noting that the lyophilized 

LNPs were reconstituted and diluted in PBS before delivery 

into HeLa cell medium, resulting in ethanol concentrations 

in the transfection medium of #0.03% (v/v).

LNP entrapment efficiency also improved with increasing 

ethanol upon reconstitution, which may explain the corre-

sponding potency improvements (Figure 4C). Interestingly, 

reconstitution with 30% ethanol yielded a higher entrapment 

efficiency than fresh LNPs. As seen in Equation 1, higher 

entrapment values would result from a decrease in the amount 

of unencapsulated siRNA. This could possibly be due to the 

30% ethanol allowing more of the siRNA to be encapsulated 

within the nanoparticles after reconstitution.

The size of the LNPs postlyophilization was also affected 

by the concentration of ethanol during reconstitution 

(Figure 4D). The LNPs reconstituted with 0 and 30% ethanol 

had z-average sizes of 370 and 170 nm, respectively. The 

addition of 30% ethanol resulted in a size comparable to the 

fresh LNPs. Similarly, the PDI of the LNPs also decreased 

with increasing ethanol volume percentage (Figure S3). 

Overall, the results indicate that reconstitution with ethanol 

greatly improved LNP stability. Unfortunately, the addition 

of ethanol to reconstitution solutions is often neither conve-

nient nor practical, as dialysis into aqueous buffer would be 

required before use in animals or in the clinic.

The lyoprotectants trehalose and sucrose 
enabled lNP reconstitution without 
ethanol
Based on their stabilization properties under -80°C freezing 

conditions, trehalose and sucrose were utilized to improve the 

stability of lyophilized LNPs without the use of ethanol upon 

reconstitution. Ethanol can cause toxicity in living systems; 

as such, we would like to eliminate the need for ethanol when 

reconstituting and preparing the LNPs for administration.22 

In these experiments, LNPs were formulated, diluted into 

sugar solutions to final concentrations of 0%–20% (w/v), 

frozen overnight at -80°C, and then lyophilized. After a 

dry powder was obtained, the LNPs were reconstituted with 

DI water in the amount of the original volume. The gene 

silencing, siRNA entrapment, size, and PDI were analyzed 

pre- and postlyophilization. Visually, the cake that formed 

after lyophilization collapsed for the LNPs that contained 

0% sugar. The LNPs with sugar showed a stable freeze- 

dried cake with a surface area that increased with increasing 

sugar concentration. As demonstrated in Figure 5A, gene 

silencing increased as a function of sugar content, with the 

20% (w/v) sucrose resulting in 86% gene silencing at a 2 nM 

siRNA dose. The lyophilized LNPs that contained 20% (w/v) 

trehalose also maintained high gene silencing of 80% com-

pared to the fresh LNPs at 87%. Entrapment values were 

higher for the lyophilized LNPs that contained $5% (w/v) 

sugar (Figure 5B). In addition, the size and PDI of the LNPs 

decreased at the highest concentration of trehalose and 

sucrose (Figure 5C and D). These experiments indicated that 

the addition of the lyoprotectants trehalose and sucrose to the 

LNP solution preserved efficacy, even when reconstituted in 

pure DI water, without the presence of ethanol.

Discussion
Nucleic acid delivery systems, including RNA interference 

and mRNA systems, show great promise for the treatment of 

various diseases.23–25 However, many nanoparticle delivery 

vehicles experience instability during long-term storage, 

limiting clinical potential. It has been shown that a number 

of polymeric and liposomal delivery systems undergo particle 

fusion, hydrolysis, and drug leakage over time in aqueous 

solutions.10,26–31 The use of low temperatures for storage 

and/or nanoparticle lyophilization are the most widely 

used methods to overcome stability challenges. Previously, 

siRNA-loaded LNPs had not been examined for their long-

term stability in aqueous media. Nonetheless, understanding 

and extending the stability of the LNP siRNA delivery system 

are important for logistics, minimizing costs and variability, 

and improving clinical potential.

At a range of temperatures, the LNPs maintained gene 

silencing efficacy for a period of 92 days in aqueous media. 

The LNPs stored at room temperature (25°C) lost the ability 

to silence genes after ~156 days. Interestingly, the loss in 

efficacy could not be explained by a decrease in entrapment 

percentage or aggregation of the LNPs. In a separate study 

from the McMillan group, siRNA-loaded PEGylated lipid 
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Figure 5 The addition of the lyoprotectants trehalose or sucrose to the lNP freezing medium improved stability upon reconstitution with DI water.

Notes: lNPs were frozen overnight at -80°c in a solution containing 0%–20% (w/v) trehalose or sucrose and then freeze-dried for 24 hours. DI water was used for 

reconstitution. (A) gene silencing induced by the lyophilized lNPs improved with increasing sugar concentration in hela cells at 2 nM dose of sirNa (n=4). (B) sugar 

concentrations .5% (w/v) improved sirNa entrapment (n=3 technical replicates). (C) The z-average diameter and (D) PDI decreased with increasing lyoprotectant 

concentration. error bars represent sD (n=3 technical replicates).

Abbreviations: lNPs, lipidoid nanoparticles; DI, deionized; PDI, polydispersity index; cntrl, control; rel, relative.

nanoparticles, with a structure similar to our particle, were 

found to lose all efficacy after 1 month at 4°C and room 

temperature.29 In this case, there was also no increase in 

particle size over the 1-month time period. Alternatively, it is 

possible that the loss of efficacy in our LNPs could be caused 

by hydrolysis of the ester bond within the 306O
13

 lipidoid 

structure.1 Another possibility is that higher temperatures 

led to an increase in degradation of the siRNA within the 

aqueous solution.

Notably, altering the pH of the storage solution did not 

significantly affect LNP stability over time at different tem-

peratures. This is interesting, as many drug delivery systems 

become unstable at low pH conditions. For example, Shu 

and Zhu32 reported that chitosan nanoparticles swell under 

acidic conditions, which resulted in undesired drug release. 

It is possible that, at a low pH, increased protonation of the 

amines within the lipidoid structure could have stabilized 

the electrostatic interaction between the amine groups and 

negatively charge siRNA backbone. The ability of our LNPs 

to silence genes after exposure to different pH solutions could 

be a significant advantage for particular applications, such 

as oral drug delivery. The LNPs would need to navigate the 

gastrointestinal (GI) tract, which varies in pH from 1 to 7, 

without becoming unstable.33

Storing the LNPs at -20°C resulted in an increase in 

z-average particle size as well as a significant amount of 

aggregation. During the freezing process, a phase separation 

occurs that results in the formation of an ice phase and the 

nanoparticle-concentrated solution phase.34,35 The separation 

of phases has been shown to lead to irreversible fusion of 

nanoparticles and subsequent aggregation.28 Additionally, ice 

crystal formation during freezing could have exerted mechani-

cal stress on the LNPs, causing them to increase in size.28  

The damage done to the LNPs, post freeze–thaw, was lessened 
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with the addition of the cryoprotectants, trehalose, and sucrose, 

in a concentration-dependent manner. Date et al34 achieved 

similar stability retention, post-freeze–thaw, of rifampicin-

loaded polymeric nanoparticles using 5%–20% (w/v) treha-

lose. Several studies have also demonstrated that frozen DNA 

lipoplex formulations maintained stability and transfection 

ability with the help of sugars.14,26,36 Data have suggested that 

the disaccharides interact directly with the polar groups of 

the lipids to prevent particle fusion during freezing and can 

also prevent ice formation by increasing the glass transition 

temperature of the solution.34,37 Overall, freezing the LNPs  

at -80°C could maintain their stability with the help of 

trehalose or sucrose; however, deep freezers are not always 

available, particularly during transport.

The process of freeze-drying has been employed since 

the beginning of recorded history as a way to preserve 

food.38 Freeze-drying or lyophilization removes the water 

content from a particle solution and allows facile transporta-

tion and storage at a range of temperatures. Lyophilization 

has been used to extend the shelf life of a broad array of 

delivery systems, including liposomes, polymeric nano-

particles, vaccines, and proteins usually with the help of 

lyoprotectants.10,12,15,39

In this study, LNPs experienced a significant decrease in 

gene silencing efficacy postlyophilization when reconstituted 

with DI water only. Interestingly, the addition of ethanol 

(5%–30% [v/v]) in the reconstitution solution restored gene 

silencing, siRNA entrapment, and lowered the z-average 

diameter in an ethanol concentration-dependent manner. 

We believe that ethanol is aiding in solubilization upon 

reconstitution of the lipid components in the LNPs, leading 

to higher gene silencing and less LNP aggregation. However, 

the inclusion of ethanol is undesirable, as it would necessitate 

dialysis before LNP administration in vivo.

As the freezing and drying steps in lyophilization 

exert many stresses on the LNPs, lyoprotectants are often 

used for improved stability. Sucrose and trehalose are 

lyoprotectants found in the formulations of commercially 

available lyophilized products, including AmBisome, LEP-

ETU, Herceptin®, and Avastin® for increased long-term 

stability.40,41 These disaccharide lyoprotectants, added to 

the LNP solution, restored the gene silencing ability of lyo-

philized LNPs, which eliminated the need for ethanol during 

reconstitution. The 20% (w/v) sugar concentration provided 

the best particle stability in terms of gene silencing, siRNA 

entrapment, particle size, and monodispersity of the LNPs. 

Most likely, trehalose and sucrose maintain LNP stability 

through the water replacement model and/or the vitrification 

model.12,26 The water replacement model hypothesizes that 

the sugars interact with the polar head groups of the lipidoids, 

replacing the water in between the head groups. Upon freeze-

drying, the spacing between the head groups is maintained, 

resulting in more stable LNPs. Alternatively, the vitrification 

model suggests that the addition of sugar preserves the LNP 

solution in a glassy matrix state, which prevents aggregation 

and ice crystal damage to the lipid bilayer.12

Conclusion
This study has added to our knowledge base regarding LNP 

stability at different pH conditions, temperatures, and under 

different physical states. For convenience in biological appli-

cations, we suggest storage of LNPs at physiological pH (7.4) 

in PBS, 2°C (refrigerator) for up to 160 days. If freezing is 

desired, the addition of 20% (w/v) sucrose or trehalose was 

found to be necessary to prevent nanoparticle aggregation 

and loss of efficacy. Ultimately, however, our data support 

the use of lyophilization for long-term storage needs. In this 

case, 20% (w/v) trehalose or sucrose must be added to the 

LNP to retain potency, assuming reconstitution in DI water. 

Alternatively, 30% ethanol can be added to the reconstitution 

solution without the use of lyoprotectant sugars; however, 

this approach is generally not recommended for most bio-

logical applications.
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Supplementary materials

Figure S1 No significant gene knockdown was observed when delivering the pH-
adjusted PBs solutions to the hela cells.

Notes: The ph controls consisted of PBs at ph 3, 7.4, or 9 and were delivered to 

hela cells for 24 hours at the same volume as the lNP solutions. gene expression 

was normalized to the pH 7.4 control solutions at that specific time point. Error 
bars represent sD (n=4).

Abbreviations: PBs, phosphate buffer saline; lNP, lipidoid nanoparticle; cntrl, 

control; rel, relative.

Figure S2 The lyophilized LNPs maintained gene silencing efficacy in dual HeLa cells 
over a period of 11 months.

Notes: lNPs were frozen overnight at -80°c then lyophilized for 12 hours and 

reconstituted with 22% etOh. The lNPs were stored at -80°c and delivered to 

hela cells at an sirNa dose of 20 and 10 nM for 24 hours. error bars represent 

sD (n=4).

Abbreviations: lNPs, lipidoid nanoparticles; etOh, ethanol; silUc, sirNa for 

luciferase.

Figure S3 The PDI of the lNPs decreased with increasing etOh percentage.

Notes: Following formulation, lNPs were frozen overnight at -80°c or in liquid 

nitrogen and then lyophilized. Varying percentages of etOh from 0% to 30% 

(v/v) were used to reconstitute lNPs. error bars represent sD (n=3 technical 

replicates).

Abbreviations: PDI, polydispersity index; lNPs, lipidoid nanoparticles; etOh, 

ethanol; rel, relative.
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